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A B S T R A C T

The highly conserved CLVeWUS negative feedback pathway plays a decisive role in regulating stem cell

maintenance in shoot and floral meristems in higher plants, including Arabidopsis, rice, maize, and tomato.

Here, we report the discovery that CLV-like genes directly regulate grain shape in rice. We find significant

natural variations in the OsCLV2c, OsCLV2d, and OsCRN1 loci in a genome-wide association study of grain

shape in rice. OsCLV2a, OsCLV2c, OsCLV2d, and OsCRN1 negatively regulate grain lengthewidth ratio and

show distinctive geographical distribution, indicaejaponica differentiation, and artificial selection signa-

tures. Notably, OsCLV2a and OsCRN1 interact biochemically and genetically, suggesting that the two

components function in a complex to regulate grain shape of rice. Furthermore, the genetic contributions of

the haplotypes combining OsCLV2a, OsCLV2c, and OsCRN1 are significantly higher than those of each

single gene alone in controlling key yield traits. These findings identify two groups of receptor-like kinases

that may function as distinct co-receptors to control grain size in rice, thereby revealing a previously un-

recognized role of the CLV class genes in regulating seed development and proposing a framework to

understand the molecular mechanisms of the CLVeWUS pathway in rice and other crops.

Copyright © 2024, The Authors. Institute of Genetics and Developmental Biology, Chinese Academy of

Sciences, and Genetics Society of China. Published by Elsevier Limited and Science Press. This is an open

access article under the CC BY-NC-ND license (http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by-nc-nd/4.0/).
Introduction

Rice is one of the most important food crops worldwide feeding

half of the world’s population and also a model plant for fundamental

research. Increasing rice yield is of great importance for supporting

the rapid growth of the world population (Zhang, 2007; Harberd,

2015; Yu et al., 2022). The grain shape/size is highly heritable and

one of the ideal models for studying organ shape development in

higher plants and also determines the stable grain yield appearance

and milling quality in rice (Zuo and Li, 2014; Zhang et al., 2021). A

number of quantitative trait loci (QTL) or genes (QTGs) controlling rice

grain shape by regulating cell division or cell expansion have been

identified and are involved in several signaling pathways, including

indole-3-acetic acid (IAA), cytokinin (CK), and brassinosteroids (BR)

biosynthesis and signaling pathway, G protein signaling, mitogen-

activated protein kinase (MAPK) signaling, the ubiquitin-proteasome

degradation pathway, epigenetic pathways, peptide signaling, and
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transcriptional regulation (Fan and Li, 2019; Li et al., 2019). The ge-

netic basis of grain size traits is very complex, as it is controlled by

multiple QTGs (Ying et al., 2012); therefore, it remains to explore the

functional QTGs and investigate their genetic relationship to under-

stand the molecular mechanisms underlying genetic diversity (Fan

and Li, 2019; Zhang et al., 2021).

Over the past decades, with the tremendous progress of molec-

ular biology and next-generation sequencing (NGS) technologies,

genome-wide association studies (GWAS) were available for the

major cereal crop species to decipher the genetic basis of important

agronomic traits for crop improvement (Purugganan and Jackson,

2021). Although some genes have been isolated using the map-

based cloning approach, the position cloning method for QTL

costs a lot of time and effort. In contrast, GWAS analysis benefits

from high genetic diversity and a historical accumulation of recom-

bination events, thus has the advantages of quickly identifying major

genes for complex traits in diverse plants (Gupta et al., 2019).

Although several high-quality genotypeephenotype associations

have been identified in important crops (Tao et al., 2020; Liu et al.,

2021a, Liu et al., 2022; Song et al., 2023), further efforts by taking

full advantage of GWAS in rice are needed to discover relationship of
logy, Chinese Academy of Sciences, and Genetics Society of China. Published by

ND license (http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by-nc-nd/4.0/).
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QTGs to close the gaps between genomic studies and practical

breeding.

The shoot apical meristem (SAM) is governed by the CLAVATA

(CLV)-WUSCHEL (WUS) negative feedback loop that the CLV3

peptide binds to the receptors of CLV1, CLV2/CORYNE (CRN), or

BARELY ANY MERISTEM1/2 (BAM1/2) to repress the expression of

WUS, which could promote the stem cell growth. On the contrary, the

WUS transcription factor migrating from the organizing center to the

central zone increases the transcription of CLV3, which could

perfectly balance the proliferation and differentiation of stem cells

and cooperatively ensure proper development (Somssich et al.,

2016a; Kitagawa and Jackson, 2019; Hong and Fletcher, 2023). It

is known that the broad function of the CLVeWUS pathway in con-

trolling the meristem maintenance is conserved for agronomically

important food crops. Themutants ofCLV orthologs in maize showed

an enlarged inflorescence meristem and fasciated ears (Fletcher,

2018). The weak alleles of CLE genes or FASCIATED EAR3 (FEA3)

maintain the meristem size, highlighting the potential to quantitatively

manipulate CLV genes for yield enhancement (Bommert et al., 2013;

Je et al., 2016; Liu et al., 2021b). In rice, although several compo-

nents of the CLVeWUS pathway restricting stem cell accumulation

specifically in floral or vegetative meristems were identified (Hong

and Fletcher, 2023), the elaborate mechanism for regulating grain

size in rice remains unknown.

It is reported that CRN and CLV2 act together to perceive the

CLV3 signal, which is in parallel with CLV1 (Müller et al., 2008). In

addition, CLV2 interacts with CRN via their transmembrane domains,

and CRN mediates the localization of CLV2/CRN complexes to the

plasma membrane (Bleckmann et al., 2010; Meng and Feldman,

2010; Zhu et al., 2010). CLV2/CRN may form multimers clustering

in membrane subdomains with CLV1 or RECEPTOR-LIKE PROTEIN

KINASE 2 (RPK2) (Zhu et al., 2010; Shinohara and Matsubayashi,

2015), but the genetic evidence suggests that the CLV2/CRN com-

plex is functionally differentiated from the CLV1 and RPK2 com-

plexes in plants (Nimchuk, 2017). The recent study revealed that

CLAVATA3 INSENSITIVE RECEPTOR KINASES (CIKs) with short

extracellular domains, which function as coreceptors of the CLV1,

RPK2, and CLV2/CRN (Wang et al., 2022). Therefore, the further

molecular mechanism in the CLVeWUS pathway needs to be

characterized.

Despite that the important components of the CLVeWUS nega-

tive feedback loop are conserved in shoot, flower, and fruit devel-

opment of Arabidopsis, rice, maize, and tomato (Xu et al., 2015;

Fletcher, 2018), the function of OsCLV2 and OsCRN1 in regulating

grain size in rice remains elusive. Here we provide natural variations

of OsCLV2s and OsCRN1 for grain shape, which have distinctive

geographical distribution, indicaejaponica differentiation, and artifi-

cial selection signatures. The results act as evidence to explore the

function of the conserved CLVeWUS signaling pathway in rice.

Results

OsCLV2c and OsCLV2d for grain shape contribute to

indicaejaponica differentiation

To identify genes for grain shape in rice, GWAS was conducted

using grain lengthewidth ratio as an indicator phenotype of the mini-

core collection of 533 accessions worldwide (Table S1). A significant

QTL on chromosome 6 was identified (Fig. 1A). Eleven possible

candidate genes were identified after eliminating some transposons

and retrotransposons around the peak of the QTL (Fig. 1B). The gene

LOC_Os06g38930 (IX, OsCLV2c) was supposed to be the candidate

gene supported by the predominant expression pattern in 4-cm

panicles (Fig. 1C; Table S2). To further explore the natural varia-

tions of OsCLV2c, we performed in-depth haplotype and
2

geographical distribution analysis using the primary haplotypes in

4726 accessions worldwide (Wang et al., 2020; Zhao et al., 2021).

Nine representative variations in the promoter and coding region of

OsCLV2c were identified and classified into 9 haplotypes (H1eH9),

and 2 major haplotypes H1 with 2080 accessions and H6 with 1089

accessions were identified (Fig. 1D; Table S3). There are significant

differences between H1 and H6 in grain lengthewidth ratio, grain

length, panicle length, seeding height, and 1000-grain weight

(Fig. 1E). The grain size trends of the two major haplotypes negatively

co-related with the expression levels of OsCLV2c in 4-cm panicles,

suggesting that OsCLV2c may negatively regulate the grain

lengthewidth ratio in rice (Fig. 1E). Coincidentally, the haplotype

network analysis of OsCLV2c using the representative variations in

the rice 4726 accessions suggested that OsCLV2cmay contribute to

indicaejaponica differentiation (Fig. S1). In addition, the two major

haplotypes of H1 and H6 had absolute advantages in the indica

(92%) and japonica (94%) subspecies, respectively (Fig. 1F), indi-

cating that OsCLV2c contributes greatly to indicaejaponica differ-

entiation. Subsequently, the geographical distribution of H1 and H6

showed that H1 was mainly found in Southeast Asia, while H6 was

predominantly found in the Americas, Europe, and East Asia

(Fig. 1G), inferring that the main haplotypes of OsCLV2c show

obvious geographical distribution differentiation.

Coincidentally, the gene LOC_Os06g38670 (II, OsCLV2d) ho-

mologous to OsCLV2c was also located in the peak locus (Fig. 1B),

although its expression is moderate in 4-cm panicles (Fig. 1C;

Table S2). Moreover, the expressions of OsCLV2c and OsCLV2d are

predominant or specific in panicles, respectively, eliminating the

LOC_Os06g38750 (V) gene with high and specific expression in roots

(Fig. S2), showing thatOsCLV2dmay also control grain shape in rice.

Furthermore, haplotype analysis of OsCLV2d using 4726 accessions

identified two major haplotypes of H1 (n ¼ 1396) and H2 (n ¼ 1137)

among the 8 haplotypes determined by 13 major representative

variations (Fig. 2A; Table S4). The lower length-width ratio, shorter

and wider grains co-related to its higher expression in H2 than those

in H1, suggesting that OsCLV2d may negatively regulate grain

lengthewidth ratio in rice (Fig. 2B). The haplotype cluster analysis of

OsCLV2d among the 4726 accessions suggested OsCLV2d may

contribute to indicaejaponica differentiation (Fig. S3). Moreover, two

major haplotypes H1 and H2 of OsCLV2d existed in the indica (90%)

and japonica (88%) subspecies, respectively (Fig. 2C), hitting that

OsCLV2d also confers the indicaejaponica differentiation. In addi-

tion, H1 is largely found in Southeast Asian and North American

countries; while H2 is mainly found in Southern Europe and East Asia

(Fig. 2D), implying that the H1 and H2 of OsCLV2d possess the sig-

nificant differentiation of geographical distribution in rice.

It could be speculated that OsCLV2d and OsCLV2c, clustered in

one locus, function as a whole to control grain shape in rice. To

confirm the genetic function of OsCLV2c and OsCLV2d in regulating

grain size, we obtained the double mutant lines of OsCLV2c and

OsCLV2d by using the CRISPR-Cas9 system in Zhonghua11 variety

(ZH11) with the strong function haplotype of both alleles. The positive

double mutant lines with different frameshift mutations exhibited

longer and narrower grain shape than those of the wild type (Figs. 2E

and S4), confirming that OsCLV2c and OsCLV2d negatively regulate

grain size in rice.

OsCLV2a regulates grain size and confers indicaejaponica

differentiation

To explore the genetic function of OsCLV2a, the highest homol-

ogy with CLV2 in Arabidopsis by phylogenetic tree analysis and

domain analysis of OsCLV2s (Fig. S5), we performed the haplotype

analysis and the result showed that the accessions could be classi-

fied into 8 haplotypes based on the polymorphisms, with 1791



Fig. 1. Identification and haplotype analysis of OsCLV2c for grain shape. A: Manhattan and quantileequantile plots for GWAS of grain shape/grain lengthewidth ratio on chromosome 6.

B: The underlying candidate genes within the 200-Kb region around the peak. C: Average expression levels of all possible candidate genes in 4-cm panicles of the rice mini-core

collection of 533 accessions. D: The representative variations in the promoter and coding region of OsCLV2c in the rice 4726 accessions were classified into nine haplotypes. E:

The difference of grain lengthewidth ratio, grain length, panicle length, seeding height, and 1000-grain weight in 4726 accessions, as well as expression levels in 4-cm panicles in 533

accessions between the two major haplotypes of OsCLV2c. F: The analysis of indicaejaponica differentiation of the major haplotypes H1 and H6. G: The analysis of geographical

distribution of H1 and H6 using rice 4726 accessions (Zhao et al., 2021). The figure is based on the standard map with the ID GS(2016)2962 that was taken from the website of the

National Platform for Common Geospatial Information Services. Jap, Ind, Aus, and Int represent japonica, indica, aus, and intermediate accessions, respectively. n is the number of

accessions. All data are shown as mean value ± SEM. All the P values were produced by two-tailed t-tests. GWAS, genome-wide association studies; SEM, standard error of mean.
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accessions carrying H1 and 827 accessions carrying H5

(Fig. 3A; Table S5). There were significant differences in grain size

between the twomajor haplotypes (H1 and H5) (Fig. 3B), as well as its

predominant expression pattern in panicles (Fig. S6), hitting that

OsCLV2a may contribute to grain shapes in rice. The haplotype

network analysis of OsCLV2a suggested it may contribute to indi-

caejaponica differentiation (Fig. S7). Furthermore, 1639 out of 1791

accessions (92%) of H1 were indica rice, while 790 out of 827 ac-

cessions (95%) of H5 could be distinctly classified to japonica rice

(Fig. 3C), hitting that OsCLV2a differentiates between indica and
3

japonica. Then, the major haplotypes of OsCLV2a showed a distant

geographical distribution: H1 is mainly found in South American and

Southeast Asian countries, while H5 is mostly found in Southwestern

Europe and East Asia (Fig. 3D). In brief, OsCLV2a may regulate grain

size and confer greatly on the indicaejaponica differentiation and

geographical distribution in rice.

To further characterize the genetic effect of the above CLV2 ho-

mologous genes on grain size in rice, we generated OsCLV2a/c/

d triple mutants and osclv2a/f double mutants in ZH11. Phenotypic

analyses showed that independent mutant lines of osclv2a/c/d and



Fig. 2. Haplotype analysis of OsCLV2d and function confirmation of OsCLV2c and OsCLV2d. A: The representative variations in the promoter and coding region of OsCLV2d in the rice

4726 accessions were classified into 8 haplotypes. B: The difference of grain lengthewidth ratio, grain length, panicle length, seeding height, and 1000-grain weight in 4726 accessions,

as well as expression levels in 4-cm panicles in 533 accessions between the two major haplotypes of OsCLV2d. C: The analysis of indicaejaponica differentiation of the major hap-

lotypes H1 and H2. D: The analysis of geographical distribution of H1 and H2 using the rice 4726 accessions. The figure is based on the standard map with the ID GS(2016)2962 that was

taken from the website of the National Platform for Common Geospatial Information Services. E: Grain shape of the OsCLV2c/d double mutants in T2 progenies. Jap, Ind, Aus, and Int

represent japonica, indica, aus, and intermediate accessions, respectively. n is the number of accessions or the number of individuals of each transgenic line. All data are shown as mean

value ± SEM. All the P values were produced by two-tailed t-tests. SEM, Standard error of mean.
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osclv2a/f also exhibited longer and narrower grains than those of the

wild type (Figs. 3E and S8). Taken together, these results confirm that

these homologous genes of OsCLV2s negatively regulate grain

shape in rice.

OsCRN1 differentiating indicaejaponica accessions controls

grain size

Another significant QTL on chromosome 1 was also discovered

for grain lengthewidth ratio, and 15 possible candidate genes at the

GWAS peak locus were identified (Fig. 4A; Table S6). Among them,

the gene LOC_Os01g70260 (IV, OsCRN1) predominantly and

uniquely expressed in young panicles was identified as the candidate

gene (Figs. 4B and S9). The haplotype analysis using 4726 acces-

sions identified 7 haplotypes (H1eH7) determined by 10 major
4

representative variations of OsCRN1 (Fig. 4C; Table S7). Moreover,

there existed an obvious difference in grain lengthewidth ratio, grain

length, grain width, and expression pattern in 1-mm panicles be-

tween the two haplotypes of OsCRN1 (Fig. 4D), suggesting OsCRN1

presumably regulates grain size development in rice. The haplotype

network analysis of OsCRN1 in the 4726 accessions suggested

OsCRN1 may contribute to the indicaejaponica differentiation

(Fig. S10). Subsequently, the two major haplotypes of OsCRN1, H1

(n ¼ 1209) and H3 (n ¼ 2522) had distinct advantages in the japonica

(96%) and indica (91%) subspecies, respectively (Fig. 4E), showing

that OsCRN1 also shows the indicaejaponica differentiation. H1 is

primarily found in European and East Asian countries, while H3 is

mostly located in Southeast Asian countries (Fig. 4F), which also

shows significant geographical distribution differentiation of the main

haplotypes of OsCRN1 in rice.



Fig. 3. Haplotype and geographical distribution analysis of OsCLV2a and function confirmation of OsCLV2a/c/d. A: The representative variations in the promoter of OsCLV2a in the rice

4726 accessions. B: The difference of grain lengthewidth ratio, grain length, grain width, panicle length, seeding height, and 1000-grain weight between the two major haplotypes of

OsCLV2a in 4726 accessions. C: The analysis of indicaejaponica differentiation of the major haplotypes H1 and H5 of OsCLV2a. D: The analysis of geographical distribution of H1 and

H5 of OsCLV2a in the rice 4726 accessions. The figure is based on the standard map with the ID GS(2016)2962 that was taken from the website of the National Platform for Common

Geospatial Information Services. E: The genotypes and grain-shape phenotypes of the osclv2a/c/d triple mutants compared with ZH11 in T2. #1, #2, and #3 represented the independent

CRISPR/Cas9 lines. Jap, Ind, Aus, and Int represent japonica, indica, aus, and intermediate accessions, respectively. n is the number of accessions or the number of individuals of each

transgenic line. All data are shown as mean value ± SEM. All the P values were produced by two-tailed t-tests. GWAS, genome-wide association studies; SEM, standard error of mean.
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OsCLV2a interacts with OsCRN1 biochemically and

genetically

To confirm whether OsCLV2s work together with OsCRN1, we

designed a serials of genetic and biochemical experiments. As the

transcripts ofOsCLV2c andOsCLV2d containing kinase domains are

too long to be successfully cloned using various protocols (Fig. S5B),

we used OsCLV2a for further analysis. OsCLV2a contains seven

leucine-rich repeat (LRR)-repeat domains and a transmembrane

domain anchored in the extracellular membrane through the C
5

terminal, while OsCRN1, homologous to CRN in Arabidopsis, con-

sists of a kinase domain and a transmembrane domain anchored in

the intracellular membrane through the N terminal (Figs. S5 and S11),

suggesting that they may form a complex via their transmembrane

domains in signal transduction pathways. To verify their physical

interaction, we conducted split luciferase complementation and pull

down assays, and the results suggested that OsCLV2a interacted

with OsCRN1 in vivo and in vitro via their transmembrane domains

(Figs. 5A, 5B, S12). To confirm the genetic function of OsCLV2a and

OsCRN1 in regulating the grain size in vivo, we obtained the single



Fig. 4. Identification of OsCRN1 by GWAS and its haplotype and geographical distribution analysis. A: Manhattan and quantileequantile plots for GWAS of grain shape/grain

lengthewidth ratio on chromosome 1 and the location of the predicted ORFs around the peak. B: Average expression levels of all candidate genes in 4-cm panicles of the rice mini-core

collection. C: The representative variations in the promoter and coding region of OsCRN1 in the rice 4726 accessions were classified into eight haplotypes. D: The difference of grain

length-width ratio, grain length, grain width, panicle length, seeding height, and 1000-grain weight between the two major haplotypes of OsCRN1 in 4726 accessions. E: The analysis of

indicaejaponica differentiation of the major haplotypes H1 and H3 of OsCRN1. F: The analysis of geographical distribution of H1 and H3 of OsCRN1 in 4726 accessions. The figure is

based on the standard map with the ID GS(2016)2962 that was taken from the website of the National Platform for Common Geospatial Information Services. Jap, Ind, Aus, and Int

represent japonica, indica, aus, and intermediate accessions, respectively. n is the number of accessions. All data are shown as mean value ± SEM. All the P values were produced by

two-tailed t-tests. GWAS, genome-wide association studies; SEM, standard error of mean.
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mutants of OsCLV2a and OsCRN1 and their double mutants

(Fig. 5C). All these mutants showed similar trends in grain shape:

increased grain lengthewidth ratios coupled with increased grain

length and decreased grain width (Figs. 5D and S13), indicating that

OsCRN1 and OsCLV2s possess similar functions in grain shape

regulation in rice. Taken together, these data confirmed that

OsCLV2a and OsCRN1 work together for grain shape control in rice.
6

OsCLV2a, OsCLV2c, OsCLV2d, and OsCRN1 experienced

artificial selection

To further seek the relationships among OsCLV2a, OsCLV2c,

OsCLV2d, and OsCRN1, we conducted the genetic contribution

analysis of their haplotypes to grain yield traits and their domesti-

cation analysis. Firstly, the in-depth haplotype analysis combining



Fig. 5. OsCLV2a interacted with OsCRN1 biochemically and genetically. A: Split-LUC assays verified the interaction of OsCLV2a and OsCRN1. nLUC-RGA1 and nLUC-OsRGB1 were

presented as a positive control. B: Pull-down assays checked the interaction of OsCLV2a and OsCRN1. MBP were presented as a negative control. C: The sgRNA target sites and

genotypes of the single mutants of osclv2a, oscrn1, and their double mutants of osclv2a/oscrn1 by CRISPR/Cas9 in ZH11. PAM sequences are marked in blue. D: Grain shape of

OsCLV2a, OsCRN1, and OsCLV2a/OsCRN1 mutants compared with the wild type ZH11. n is the number of individuals of each transgenic line. All data are shown as mean value ± SEM.

All the P values were produced by two-tailed t-tests. SEM, standard error of mean.
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the 3 genes (OsCLV2a, OsCLV2c, and OsCRN1) together identified 8

haplotypes based on their representative variations in 4726 acces-

sions (Fig. 6A). Furthermore, there is a significant difference between

the two major haplotypes H3 and H4 in grain shape, panicle length,

1000-grain weight, and grain yield (Fig. 6B), indicating that the two

major haplotypes have important functions on grain yield traits in rice.

To evaluate the genetic contribution of these haplotypes to the major

yield traits of rice, we performed the ANOVA analysis using the
7

representative variant genotypes and haplotypes of the three genes

and grain yield traits in 533 accessions (Fig. 6C). The results showed

that they explained 4.36%e11.21% of grain shape variation, 2.35%e

10.23% of grain length variation, 1.13%e12.01% of grain width

variation, 1.52%e12.36% of lengthewidth ratio variation, 1.42%e

9.36% of seedling height variation, 4.43%e10.68% of 1000-grain

weight variation, 2.52%e8.23% of grain number variation, 1.67%e

9.68% of panicle length variation, 10.01%e18.65% of grain yield



Fig. 6. The genetic contributions and selection signatures of OsCLV2a, OsCLV2c, OsCLV2d, and OsCRN1. A: Haplotype analysis of the three genes (OsCLV2a, OsCLV2c, and OsCRN1)

together using the rice 4726 accessions. B: Phenotype difference between two major haplotypes H3 and H4 in 4726 accessions. C: Genetic contributions of these three genes by

ANOVA analysis using their representative variants and grain yield traits in 4726 accessions. D: The selection signatures in 200-kb region sequences of the OsCLV2a, OsCLV2c,

OsCLV2d, and OsCRN1 from a panel of 3216 accessions. Ind I, Ind II, Ind III, Aus, Tej, and Trj represent Indica I, Indica II, Indica III, Aus, Temperate japonica, and Tropical japonica

accessions, respectively. n is the number of accessions. All data are shown as mean value ± SEM. All the P values were produced by two-tailed t-tests. SEM, standard error of mean.

PVE, phenotype variance explanation.
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variation in the rice mini-core collection (Fig. 6C). Furthermore, the

genetic contributions of the haplotypes combining the three genes

together to yield traits were much higher than those of single genes

(Fig. 6C). These results suggested that the haplotypes of the three

genes had synergistic and great effects on the variation of yield traits

in rice. Secondly, to explore whether these four genes had under-

gone artificial selection during rice domestication, we analyzed the

selection signatures in the 200-kb region sequences of the four

genes from a panel of 3216 accessions. The selection signatures

revealed their low nucleotide diversity for each of the four genes

(Fig. 6D), which indicated that they experienced different degrees of

artificial selection during rice domestication. Taken together,

OsCLV2a, OsCLV2c, OsCLV2d, and OsCRN1 contribute greatly to

indicaejaponica differentiation and geographical distribution in rice,

and they experienced artificial selection.

Discussion

Comprehending grain size/shape control in rice is key to

breeding high-yield varieties by optimizing growth and development

processes and remains elusive. Although some QTL or QTGs
8

regulating rice grain shape have been identified (Fan and Li, 2019; Li

et al., 2019; Zhang et al., 2021), it remains to be checked whether

the CLV homologous genes regulate grain shape/size in rice. In this

study, we identify four genes: OsCLV2a, OsCLV2c, OsCLV2d, and

OsCRN1 underlying natural variation in rice, and these genes

negatively regulate grain shape/grain lengthwidth ratio (Figs. 1e4).

This observed phenotype is reminiscent of those seen in the CLV

mutants, such as THICK TASSEL DWARF1 (TD1, CLV1 ortholog)

and FASCIATED EAR2 (FEA2, CLV2 ortholog) for yield traits,

especially tassel spikelet density and kernel row number in maize

(Fletcher, 2018). The fasciated and branched (fab) mutant

develops branched inflorescences with fasciated flowers as a

consequence of enlarged meristems and larger fruits (Xu et al.,

2015). Notably, we find that OsCLV2c and its homologous

OsCLV2d are co-located in a GWAS peak as a cluster QTL (Figs. 1

and 2). Convincingly, these genes all function as negative regulators

of grain length-width ratio in rice. All these results indicate that the

CLV-like genes regulating yield traits are evolutionarily conserved in

crops, which implies that we could design elaborately to foster high-

yield varieties of rice by utilizing the mechanisms on the CLVeWUS

pathway in other species.
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CLV2 could indeed interact with CRN biochemically to form a

tetramer receptor complex, and they require each other for exporting

from the endoplasmic reticulum and locating to the plasmamembrane

(PM) in Arabidopsis (Bleckmann et al., 2010;Meng and Feldman, 2010;

Zhu et al., 2010). In addition, the defective carpel and siliques phe-

notypes of clv2 were similar to that of crn (Müller et al., 2008;

Bleckmann et al., 2010), and the flower primordia outgrowth pheno-

types of clv2/crn double mutants were similar to those of clv2 or crn

singlemutants (Jones et al., 2021), indicating thatCLV2 andCRN act in

the same pathway for controlling the reproductive development in

Arabidopsis. Another research reported that ZmCRN and FEA2

function in a common pathway in maize (Je et al., 2018). Similarly, in

this study, we found that OsCLV2s and OsCRN1, the highest homol-

ogy with CLV2 and CRN in Arabidopsis, respectively (Figs. S5 and

S11), are membrane proteins co-localized in the membrane and may

form a complex via their transmembrane domains to play a similar role

with those in Arabidopsis. Subsequently, the OsCLV2a was selected

to represent OsCLV2s to verify its connection with

OsCRN1 biochemically and genetically in vivo and in vitro (Fig. 5).

Thus, it can be deduced that there exist the conserved elements and

mechanisms in the CLVeWUS pathway for grain shape in rice. The

protein kinase family possess the conserved features of the catalytic

domains (Hanks et al., 1988). Here, OsCRN1, without the Asp(D)-Phe

(F) -Gly (G) in subdomain VII(DFG) motif that determines the kinase

activity (Fig. S14), is likely a pseudo-kinase, which is similar to CRN in

Arabidopsis. It is likely that CRN could transmit the CLE peptide signal,

neither functioning as a scaffolding protein nor solely localizing CLV2

to the PM (Somssich et al., 2016b). CLV2/CRNmay interact with CLV1,

CIKs, and RPK2 to achieve the signal transmission (Somssich et al.,

2015; Shinohara and Matsubayashi, 2015; Hu et al., 2018). There-

fore, it could be speculated that an unknown partner or kinase co-

localizing with OsCLV2s/OsCRN1 in membrane acts as a linker or

co-receptor of them. Moreover, OsCLV2c/d/e/f possess the kinase

catalytic domains in despite of several variations (Figs. S5 and S15),

implying that they may function as kinases. It is also essential for

OsCLV2s/OsCRN1 to pass the signal to unknown downstream

effectors.

Based on our findings and speculations, we proposed a model of

two types of receptor-like kinases to understand the molecular

mechanisms of the CLVeWUS pathway in rice (Fig. 7): the extra-

cellular OsCLV2a/b and intracellular OsCRN1 without kinase activity,

probably form an integral receptor or complex with an unknown ki-

nase to perceive and transmit unknown signals to effectors to pro-

duce the short and wide grains; OsCLV2c/d/e/f, consisting of LRR
Fig. 7. A proposed model of OsCLV2s and
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and kinase domains, interacts with OsCRN1 to achieve signal

transduction to effectors likely without an unknown kinase partner. In

the mutants, these interactions are broken to produce long and thin

grains (Fig. 7). This study provides a framework to understand the

CLVeWUS pathway in rice for altering stem cell activity to control

grain size. The real relationship between OsCRN1 and other

OsCLV2s for their genetic and biochemical functions needs further

investigations in the near future, which can fill the molecular

mechanism gaps of the CLVeWUS feedback loop in rice.

In maize, the CLV-like receptors (TD1 and FEA2) regulating yield

traits are likely to have been targets of selection during maize

domestication (Bommert et al., 2005, 2013; Fletcher, 2018). In

addition, the variation of the fascinated (fas, the CLV3 ortholog) in

tomato has been selected during breeding and domestication for

cultivars with increased fruit size (Fleming 2015; Xu et al., 2015).

Here, based on the in-depth haplotype analysis of OsCLV2a,

OsCLV2c, OsCLV2d, and OsCRN1 using the rice 4726 accessions

and the geographical distribution of the primary haplotypes, we

learn that the major haplotype H1 of OsCLV2a, OsCLV2c, and

OsCLV2d as well as H3 of OsCRN1 with absolute advantages in

indica accessions are mainly found in Southeast Asian countries;

while the major haplotypes, H5 of OsCLV2a, H6 of OsCLV2c, H2 of

OsCLV2d, and H1 of OsCRN1 with distinct advantages in

japonica, are predominantly found in Europe and East Asia (Figs. 1G,

2D, 3D, 4F). These results indicate that the haplotype H1 ofOsCLV2a,

OsCLV2c, andOsCLV2dmay work together with the haplotype H3 of

OsCRN1 in indica subspecies, while the haplotypes H5 of OsCLV2a,

H6 of OsCLV2c, H2 of OsCLV2d, and the haplotype H1 of OsCRN1

may coexist in japonica accessions. In addition, the genetic contri-

butions of the whole haplotypes combiningOsCLV2a, OsCLV2c, and

OsCRN1 together to many yield traits in a mini-core collection are

much higher than that of every single gene (Fig. 6C). Furthermore,

OsCLV2a, OsCLV2c, OsCLV2d, and OsCRN1 all experienced the

different degrees of artificial selection during rice domestication

(Fig. 6D). Taken together, these findings imply that OsCLV2a,

OsCLV2c, OsCLV2d, and OsCRN1 contribute to the indicaejaponica

differentiation and were selected together during rice domestication,

as well as may work together in seed development to play an

important role in grain shape control in rice. It can be speculated that

the CLV-like receptors are the targets of artificial selection during

domestication, which is conserved in crops, such as maize, tomato

and rice.

CRISPR/Cas9 genome engineering strategy was used to

generate diverse cis-regulatory alleles in the promoter of fas/SICLV3,
OsCRN1 in regulating grain size in rice.
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which provides the beneficial quantitative variation for breeding and

allows the fixation of new alleles and fines manipulation of yield

components (Rodrı́guez-Leal et al., 2017). In addition, de novo

domestication of wild tomatoes using targeted reverse genetic en-

gineering of coding sequences, cis-regulatory regions, or upstream

open reading frames of genes including fas/SICLV3 and locule

number (lc, theWUS homologs), associated with morphology, flower

and fruit production, and ascorbic acid synthesis, could rapidly

create new crops and avoid the loss of genetic diversity in crop

improvement by inbreeding (Li et al., 2018; Zs€og€on et al., 2018). In

this study, many natural variations in promoter regions of OsCLV2a,

OsCLV2c, OsCLV2d, and OsCRN1 contribute to their expression

differences and grain shape variation in rice. So it can be speculated

that the OsCLV2s and OsCRN1 may possess the potential for grain-

size improvement via targeted genetic modifications, which provides

a unique insight into the optimization of breeding high-yield varieties

in rice.

It is reported that the important components of the CLVeWUS

pathway in rice play a significant role in stem cell maintenance,

specifically in floral or vegetative meristems (Hong and Fletcher,

2023). But in this study, we report a group of receptor-like kinases

that may function as co-receptors to regulate grain shape in rice,

thereby revealing a previously unrecognized role of the CLV class

genes in regulating seed development and providing important ge-

netic resources to breed high-yield varieties in rice and other crops.

This work provides a new insight into themolecular mechanism of the

CLVeWUS pathway in rice and encourages more researchers to

invest in the further exploitation of this pathway.
Materials and methods

Genome-wide association study

Genome-wide association study (GWAS) analysis using grain

lengthewidth ratio phenotype of the rice mini-core collection, con-

taining 533 accessions worldwide were performed by the factored

spectrally transformed linear mixed model (FaST-LMM) (Lippert

et al., 2011), in which all genotypes of the 533 accessions were

downloaded from the RiceVarMap v2.0 database (http://ricevarmap.

ncpgr.cn) (Zhao et al., 2015, 2021). There are 4,131,700 single

nucleotide polymorphism (SNPs) for GWAS analysis, after filtering

out some SNPs with minor allele frequency (MAF) < 5%. The Man-

hattan plots were mapped by the qqman package. The Bonferroni

correction was used to evaluate the threshold for genome-wide

significance (P ¼ 0.05/n after correction, n is the effective number

of independent single nucleotide polymorphisms (SNPs) in the whole

genome). The n was estimated by pruning the SNP dataset using

PLINK (version 1.9) (Purcell et al., 2007). The genome-wide signifi-

cance level for grain size was determined as 1.37 � 10�6.
Natural variation and haplotype analysis

All the natural variations in the 2-kb promoter regions, the coding,

and the 0.5-kb downstream regions of OsCLV2a, OsCLV2c,

OsCLV2d, and OsCRN1 from 533 rice accessions downloaded from

the RiceVarMap v2.0 database (http://ricevarmap.ncpgr.cn) (Zhao

et al., 2015; 2021) and RFGB v2.0 database (https://www.

rmbreeding.cn/Index/) (Wang et al., 2020). Haplotype analyses

were performed using all the representative variations. All the natural

variations and representative variations of rice accessions are listed

in Tables S3, S4, S5 and S7.
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Haplotype network analysis

All the SNP genetic variations (the number of SNPs < 100) of

OsCLV2a, OsCLV2c, OsCLV2d, and OsCRN1 obtained in Rice-

VarMap v2.0 (http://ricevarmap.ncpgr.cn/) (Zhao et al., 2021) and

RFGB v2.0 (https://www.rmbreeding.cn/Index/) (Wang et al., 2020)

were entered into the haplotype network analysis in the tools to

generate haplotype plots. A total of four groups, Indica, Japonica,

Aus, and intermediate, were used. Indica group includes Indica I,

Indica II, Indica III, and Indica intermediate; Japonica group includes

temperate Japonica, tropical Japonica, and Japonic intermediate;

intermediate group includes Aromatic and other accessions.
Field growth conditions and grain size measurement

All the materials used in this study were grown in the experimental

field of Huazhong Agricultural University in Lingshui (Hainan prov-

ince, China) from December to May or in Wuhan (Hubei province,

China) from May to October. The plants subjected to normal field

management, such as fertilizer application, irrigation and pest con-

trol. Filled grains from each plant were randomly chosen, and the

data of 10-grain length and 10-grain width of all the materials were

obtained using a vernier caliper. Then the grain length-width ratio

was calculated as an indicator of grain shape in rice.
Vector construction and generation of transgenic plants

All the mutant materials were generated by the CRISPR/Cas9

gene editing technique (Gao and Zhao, 2014). For the construction of

the CRISPR vectors of OsCLV2a/c/d, OsCLV2a/f, OsCLV2a,

OsCRN1, and OsCLV2a/OsCRN1, the specific 20nt sgRNAs,

excluding the possibility of off-target were designed and cloned into

the CRSPR/Cas9 binary expression vector, respectively. All the

CRISPR vectors were generated through homologous recombination

by one-step enzymatic assembly of DNA molecules with the In-

Fusion cloning kit (Vazyme Biotech) and confirmed by the

sequencing analysis. The vectors were transformed into ZH11 callus

by Agrobacterium tumefaciens-mediated transformation. The posi-

tive plants were selected by hygromycin resistance. All the sgRNA

targets were listed in Table S8.
Genotypes of the CRISPR transgenic lines

DNA polyacrylamide gel electrophoresis and gene sequencing

were used to identify the genotypes of all the CRISPR/Cas9 mutant

materials. In details, polymerase chain reaction (RCR) products with

about 100-bp length were obtained using the specific primers and

separated by 6% PAGE gel. And 3e5 independent mutant lines were

chosen and sequenced to ensure frameshift mutants. All the primers

for genotyping were listed in Table S8.
Phylogenetic analysis and domain prediction

OsCLV2s,OsCRN1, and their homologs and orthologues in rice or

other plant species using BLAST servers such as databases of NCBI

(http://blast.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov) and MSU (http://rice.plantbiology.

msu.edu/index.shtml). Phylogenetic tree was constructed with the

aligned protein sequences using MEGA 7.0 (http://www.

megasoftware.net/index.html) and using the neighbor-joining (NJ)

method with the following parameters: Poisson correction, pairwise

deletion, and bootstrap resampling 1000 times. All candidate genes

http://ricevarmap.ncpgr.cn
http://ricevarmap.ncpgr.cn
http://ricevarmap.ncpgr.cn
https://www.rmbreeding.cn/Index/
https://www.rmbreeding.cn/Index/
http://ricevarmap.ncpgr.cn/
https://www.rmbreeding.cn/Index/
http://blast.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov
http://rice.plantbiology.msu.edu/index.shtml
http://rice.plantbiology.msu.edu/index.shtml
http://www.megasoftware.net/index.html
http://www.megasoftware.net/index.html
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were examined by domain prediction servers SMART (https://smart.

embl.de/).

The phenotype variance explanation (PVE)

The phenotype data of grain shape, grain length, grain width,

1000-grain weight, panicle length, grain number, and grain yield per

plant of the 533 accessions were obtained. The grain yield trait values

of the mini-core collection were listed in Table S1. The PVE was

determined by the one-way or multiple ANOVA using the haplotypes

of each gene (OsCLV2a, OsCLV2c, and OsCRN1) and these genes

together as the predictor variables and the phenotypes of grain yield

traits in 533 accessions, which were used to assess the genetic

contribution.

Luciferase complementation assay

Full-length coding sequence (CDS) fragments of OsCLV2a was

fused in the N terminal of nLUC and OsCRN1 was cloned in the N

terminal of cLUC vectors, respectively (Chen et al., 2008). The vec-

tors were transformed into Agrobacterium strain EHA105, respec-

tively. The bacteria with the same concentration were mixed as

required and coinfiltrated into 3-week-old tobacco (Nicotiana ben-

thamiana) leaves. After expressed two days, the leaves were injected

with 1 mM luciferin (Promega, E1605) for 5 min, and the luciferase

signals were observed using cooled charge coupled device (CCD)-

imaging apparatus (Tanon 5200). Three independent experiments

were repeated. Primers used in this assay were listed in Table S8.

Pull-down assay

The full-length OsCLV2a and OsCRN1 were inserted into the

pMar-c2X vector and pET28a-SUMO vector, respectively. The re-

combinant vectors maltose binding protein (MBP), MBP-OsCLV2a,

and His-SUMO-OsCRN1 were transformed into E. coli BL21 (DE3)

cells using chemical transformation mediated by calcium chloride,

and the plates were cultivated at 37�C for 12 he16 h. The bacterial

colony were collected into 5 mL LBmedium and shaken at 37�C for 5

he8 h. Subsequently, the solutions were transformed into 200 mL LB

medium and shaken at 37�C for 2 he3 h, the OD600 of the bacterial

fluid was approximately 0.6e0.8. The recombinant proteins were

induced for expression after culturing for 16 he18 h in LB medium by

the addition of 1.0 mM isopropylthio-b-galactoside (IPTG) with 160-

rpm shaking at 16�C. Then, bacterial cells were collected by centri-

fugation at 4000 rpm for 10 min at 4�C and resuspended by adding

10 mL lysis buffer. After that, the bacteria were broken using an ul-

trasonic crusher in low-temperature environments, and the protein

lysis was obtained by centrifugation at 12,000 rpm for 30 min at 4�C.
Furthermore, the concentration and purity of proteins were deter-

mined by a 12% SDS-PAGE gel.

The lysis was mixed as required and incubated for 6 h at 4�C.
Then, it is needed to stay for 3 h at 4�C after adding MBP beads. The

beads were washed five times with washing buffer and then boiled

with SDS loading buffer for 5 min. The samples were separated by

SDS-PAGE and subjected to immunoblotting using an anti-MBP

antibody (Abclone; AE016, 1:5000 dilution) and an anti-His anti-

body (Biodragon; B1004, 1:10,000 dilution). Primers used in this

assay are listed in Table S8.

Artificial selection test

To test whether there are artificial selections of OsCLV2a,

OsCLV2c, OsCLV2d, and OsCRN1, we obtained the genetic varia-

tions in the 200-kb region around these genes in the RiceVarMap

v2.0 database (including 3216 rice samples), and converted them
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into variant call format (VCF) files, and then analyzed its nucleotide

diversity using VCFtools (0.1.16).

Accession numbers

Sequence data in this study were obtained from the Rice Genome

Annotation Project website (MSU) and TAIR library with the following

accession numbers: OsCLV2a, LOC_Os02g39100; OsCLV2c,

LOC_Os06g38930; OsCLV2d, LOC_Os06g38970; OsCLV2f,

LOC_Os04g52780; OsCRN1, LOC_Os01g70260.
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